SUBMISSION TO THE PLUMBING AND GAS-FITTING OCCUPATIONS
INTERIM ADVISORY COMMITTEE (PGOIAC)
Submission;
LPG Australia appreciates the opportunity to make a submission the definition of gas-fitting
as proposed by the PGOIAC.

Object of Submission;
To demonstrate that the proposed definition (the Proposal) of gas-fitting work being applied
from the outlet of the LPG cylinder valve is inconsistent, unfair, costly and adverse to
industry best practice.
Arguments;
a. Proposal is inconsistent with installation standards;
i)

AS 5601 (soon to be AS / NZS 5601.1 and 5601.2)

ii)

AS / NZS 1596 (4.4.10)

iii)

AS / NZS 4648

The three standards above define the gas installation as;
a. (down-steam of) the outlet of the first stage regulator (LPG), and
b. the outlet of the meter

The Proposal is inconsistent with all of the above.
b. Proposal is inconsistent with the established scope and or operating pressures for
gas fitting;
i)

installations which use banks of liquid with drawl cylinders which are then piped
to an inline vaporiser before entering consumer piping;

ii)

installations in which atmospheric vaporisers are used to ensure that only
vapour reaches consumer piping;

iii)

Pressures are greater than 200 kPa; they range from 600 kPa to 3500 kPa

c. Proposal is inconsistent with proven established competencies for specialist gas
fittings area’s without the need to confine by trade certificate such as;
i)

Installations of Oxygen, Nitrous oxide, acetylene, nitrogen, carbon dioxide and
hydrogen fitting lines and vacuum lines to name a few which are installed in a
wide variety of locations such as factories and hospitals by established
competent operatives;

d. Proposal is inconsistent with proven industry practice;
i)

Inspection of LPG installations – the cylinder pigtail and regulator has been part
of the delivery (cylinder) operative’s job description for decades, and the pigtail
was / is supplied by the gas supplier and installed by the operative free of
charge;

ii)

Pig tail connections are preformed connections in which unlike the POL
connection which requires no expertise are designed that with minimal training
can be changed on a ‘like for like’ basis by a trained operative;

iii)

In many states of Australia, reticulation meters (natural gas) are changed by
trained gas operatives, and in LPG reticulations, gas operatives maintain the
installation from the outlet of the billing meter, consistent with the use of
trained gas operatives in the natural gas industry;

iv)

Industry statistics (ESV, LPG Australia, ....) confirm that the current practices
yield excellent safety results in the field and there is no justification for
additional controls or restriction;

v)

LPG customers are generally, because of their remote location subject to the
highest services cost with access to limited services including gasfitters already ,
imposing additional requirements which will inevitably add additional costs
needs to be fully justified as the additional financial penalty does not improve
safety or reduce risk ;

vi)

It will be argued that industry has for decades demonstrated it is both willing
and competent to monitor and replace , or adjust equipment upstream of the
regulator to ensure LPG installations are safe;

vii)

Should a pigtail replacement become a consumer responsibility and be
restricted to licensed trades, some consumers will choose to attempt a
self-repair, decline a repair because of the cost, $150 call out plus travel plus
parts for 1st 15 minutes is a typical tradesperson’s charge seen in the industry, a
cost that many home-owners will see as excessive); and

viii) This is more likely to lead to more incidents and less safe repairs than continuing
practice of a competent operative changing over when required.

None of these scenarios is satisfactory. The timely replacement of a worn pigtail by a
person trained in the task at the point of detection is a workable approach.

e. Costs to the consumer will increase;
i)

The retail price for a standard LPG pigtail (hose assembly) ranges from $5 to $10
per unit, ready to install. If a replacement pigtail is required;
a. the cost of pigtail is usually borne by the supplier; and
b. currently, the cost of the installation (time) is also borne by the gas supplier
or the delivery business.
The consumer is not expected to identify a worn pigtail, raise any alert, or pay
for any repair or maintenance. Most consumers could not identify a worn pigtail
until it has failed, releasing gas and creating a hazardous situation for the
delivery operative, the consumer, or both.

ii)

Under the Proposal, the use of a gas-fitter will incur costs outside the control of
the gas-supplier or delivery network. Those costs must be borne by the
consumer and those costs will be significant if travel time is included for
households in regional Australia. ( As above, $130 for travel plus two minutes
of on-site time is a typical tradesperson’s charge).

f. The Proposal is moribund, as it fundamentally fails to identify;
i)

The large number and wide variety of gas installations that fall outside the
“standard installation” underground tanks, mounded tanks, autogas sites,
metering, control centres, pumps vaporisers ............ as these installations are
installed and maintained by gas operatives;

ii)

the strict control over what work is performed by a LPG delivery technicians or
gas operative and with specified components, both of which are essential safety
checks;

iii)

the level of training given to a gas operatives; and

iv)

the low-cost and effective practicalities of a trained gas operatives delivering
gas, or other related maintenance tasks. Currently gas-fitters are not required
to deliver gas, change and maintain meters or change pigtails.

v)

the inconsistency which sees trained gas operatives change reticulation meters,
but deny that operative the opportunity to replace a pigtail on an LPG
installation.

Conclusion;
The Proposal which sees gas-fitting defined from the outlet of the LPG cylinder valve has
adverse impacts on the LPG industry and its customers because the Proposal is;

a.

inconsistent with all the relevant Australian standards that relate to the subject,
and by which all tradespeople and operatives are trained;

b.

a needless restriction on an industry practice that has delivered excellent safety
record in the industry for decades;

c.

ignorant of the impact the needless high costs associated with the Proposal will
have on householders, and their attempts to repair a worn or leaking pigtail;
and

d.

derelict in offering no viable alternative to a trained gas operative performing a
routine task in maintaining a gas installation in a serviceable condition in the
case of LPG, yet fully supporting the same gas operative replacing a reticulation
meter.

e.

Pigtails connections are designed that they can be changed like for like by a
trained operative.

Recommendation;
It is strongly recommended that the definition of gas fitting be maintained as;
a.

the outlet of first stage regulator for LPG installations; or

b.

the outlet of the meter for reticulation.

This re-definition will align with the current national standards, enable restricted
maintenance operations to be perform by gas operatives resulting in sustained or improved
safety outcomes following the delivery and valid assessment of specific operational training.
.
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